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This is a milestone 
achievement for 
Drillman to take the 
UDR Brand and relaunch 
it by manufacturing it in 
Australia.

Harry Mostert, CEO
M Group of Companies

™

A Viasat™ company

Drillman is redefining a customer cen-
tric approach to Explorations Drilling. 
Our focus is you, and how we can as-

sist you to increase profits, decrease risks 
and set new industry standards by achiev-
ing the desired quality outcomes required 
on every drilling project. 

With a focus on innovation and reliability, 
Drillman specialises in working with drillers 
- in the field - to bring firsthand what’s re-
quired to improve operational performance 
and best-in-class safety.

Our unwavering focus on growth, develop-
ment, and progress for your business un-
derpins our core offering - a complete, end 
to end solution for you.

Informed by this purpose, we invite you 
to consider our range of products and af-
ter-market services. Manufacturing of drill 
rigs, full safety audits, mine compliance, 
precision engineering, rebuilds and retrofits 
of all drilling equipment and ancillary equip-
ment used in day-to-day drilling operations 
- Drillman has you covered. 

Our state-of-the-art Sandvik designed Sur-
face and Underground Drilling rigs are 
complemented by a wide range of tooling 
packages tailored to each drill model. Se-
lected models can be ordered with RigNet 
- Drillman’s real-time, rig monitoring system 
(RMS).

Our inhouse designers and engineers pos-
sess the industry know-how to support any 
equipment challenges you face.

Working closely with you, we’ll develop a 
customized plan tailored to your individual 
requirements and specifications and opti-
mized for you project’s success. Bespoke 
engineering and workshop repairs capable 

of handling any fleet configuration are avail-
able via online ordering, as are fast turn-
around access to spare parts.

As we enter the second quarter of 2022, 
we’re pleased to announce the relaunch of 
the well-known UDR brand.

Originally manufactured and designed in 
Australia over 10 years ago, the UDR1200 
HC is a high-capacity multipurpose drill rig 
which we are thrilled to bring back to the 
market. A ubiquitous industry mainstay, the 
UDR brand was marketed over the last de-
cade as the Sandvik DE880, and developed 
both a strong reputation for solidperfor-
mance, and as a competitive, cost-effective 

solution offering superior depth capacity for 
both diamond and RC drilling applications.

Following Drillman’s acquisition of the Sand-
vik exploration business, adhering to the 
exacting standards set by Sandvik coupled 
with additional Drillman innovations, our 
team of designers and engineers are now 
presenting UDR rigs for purchase.

The inauguration of the UDR brand has com-
menced at the Drillman Caboolture facility 
in Queensland Australia with the recent de-
livery of the first UDR1200HC (High-Capac-
ity) to Top Drive, Western Australia drilling 
contractor. AMR

Drillman’s end to end Solutions begin with the 
relaunch of the UDR Brand of Drilling Rigs

Drillman relaunches the UDR brand in Australia by introducing UDR1200HC (High-Capacity), delivered to Top Drive Australia
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